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IntroductionAre you familiar with the concept of green

walls? Believe it or not, they’re more

common than you think! History shows an

abundance of hanging gardens across

several cultures, making the type of decor

as timeless as it is aesthetically pleasing.

Artificial green walls are the newest

incarnation of this old trend, combining

convenience with beauty. In fact, offices

across Australia and the world are utilizing

artificial green walls in their workspaces.

Could it be a good fit for your office? Read

on and we’ll tell you all about the numerous

benefits of green walls, and why they’re

worth adding to your workspace.



If you’ve seen a green wall in

someone’s home or office, you may

immediately think it looks great, but

you wouldn’t want to deal with the

maintenance. In actuality, the green

wall you looked at may have been

an artificial green wall! When you

have the right plants, it’s hard to tell

the difference between a natural

living wall and an artificial one. If

you can’t decide if you want an

artificial green wall in your home or office, here are some benefits you need to be aware of.

Low Cost and Maintenance

The upfront cost of an artificial vertical garden is much lower than a living one, and there are no

continuous costs for maintenance. You don’t have to worry about placing the garden in front of or

near UV light, because it will never die.The best part about it is you don’t have to water it. Not only

will this save time and money, but it could prevent possible water leaks in your walls, ceilings and

floors.

Looks Realistic

It’s very easy to get a realistic looking artificial vertical green wall. Living plants aren’t necessarily

designed to live indoors, but artificial ones will look great anywhere. You won’t have to remove any

dead leaves or branches at any time. One of the best parts about getting an artificial vertical

garden is the results are instantaneous. As soon as it’s installed, you will be looking at a vibrant

green wall! This is different from a living wall, which could take several weeks before the plants

begin to flourish.

Benefits of Using Artificial Green

Walls in Your Home or Office



An artificial green wall looks just as natural outdoors as it does

indoors! Different panels are available, which are best suited for

one area or the other. You can essentially put an artificial green

wall anywhere, whether it’s in your door entryway, the side of your

shop, an interior room, basement or anywhere you want a little

greenery.

Indoor and Outdoor Use
Who said only living plants have to be outdoors?



Vertical Gardens Can Reduce

Noise in Your Office

Office buildings usually seem like they are peaceful and quiet,

but that is far from the truth in some cases. Depending on

where the building is located, there could be a lot of noise

pollution in the area. Not only is the excess noise distracting,

it can also be inconvenient when you can’t have a normal

conversation with someone without raising your voice. Before

you decide to move offices to a more secluded location, try

incorporating vertical gardens. These have proven to be

effective against noise pollution and could be exactly what

you’re looking for to create a quieter work environment.



Leaves Reflect and Absorb Sound

Studies have indicated plant leaves actually

reflect and absorb noise energy. You will be

able to tell a noticeable difference in the noise

polution of your surroundings when you add an

artificial green wall. The more green wall plants

you have around your office, the more noise will

be absorbed.

Not only will noise pollution from the outdoors

be absorbed, but the extra noise created inside

the office can be reduced as well. Echoes from

other conversations, printer or fax machine

sounds and other common noises will be

drastically reduced to create a more peaceful

and less distracting work environment.

Green Walls Obstruct Urban Noise

If your office building is downtown in a large city,

you likely have to deal with hearing horns

honking, crashes, tires squealing and general

traffic noise. Having a hanging wall garden in

your office and around the building can deter a

lot of the noise so it’s not quite as distracting. No

more having to listen to the never-ending

construction going on outside your building!

Leaves Reflect and Absorb Sound



Whether artificial vertical gardens are used indoors or

outdoors, the effects are the same. Artificial hanging gardens

can be just as effective as the real thing when used properly

– and you won’t have to worry about spending a lot of time

maintaining them. As discussed earlier, artificial gardens

require very little maintenance and you can enjoy them for a

long time.

Vertical Garden Types



How Green Walls Can Reduce

Stress

People always try to find different ways to reduce stress

either at home or at work. Before you try different kinds of

medications or other stress relieving techniques, try

incorporating an indoor green wall instead. Your green wall

could be living or artificial, and either one could attribute to

reduced stress.

Most people who live in urban areas don’t get to see

vegetation much, which isn’t healthy. Studies show

communing with nature has a calming effect, so people are

missing out on some great relaxing benefits by not

surrounding themselves with it. Here are some ways an

indoor green wall can help you reduce your amount of daily

stress.



Greenery Has a Calming Affect

Simply being able to see greenery seems to calm humans. Whether you have an artificial

vertical garden or a natural one, seeing the plants on the wall is more calming than a bare

wall or some other kind of wall decor. Some hospitals even use green walls to help calm

patients and reduce stress. No matter if the majority of your stresses come at home or at

work, an indoor green wall can be a major stress reducer.

Breaks Up Monotony

Investing in artificial greenery panels for home office can break up the redundancy of what

you see every day. If all you see are buildings and concrete throughout the day, a view of a

calming green wall when you walk inside can work wonders on your overall attitude and

demeanor. The great thing about having an artificial vertical garden is you can add as many

as you want to over a period of time. You’ll likely appreciate the stress relieving nature of

your artificial vertical garden so much that soon you’ll be ready to invest in another one!

Greenery Has a Calming Affect



Call to Action
We hope this eBook has opened

your mind to the beautiful

possibilities artificial green walls

can bring to your office. It never

hurts to add a touch of nature to

any environment.

To learn more about artificial

green walls, or obtain one of your

own, don’t hesitate to

CONTACT US


